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Economic Growth Outlook for 2020 and 2021
The Bank of Korea (BOK) on May 28, 2020 has made a

have been annual contractions two times - once in

significantly large downward adjustment to its growth

the aftermath of the 1980 oil shock at -1.6% and later

outlook for the Korean economy in 2020 to - 0.2%

in 1998 during the Asian financial crisis at -5.1%. The

from its initial forecast of 2.1% in earlier February

economic crisis since the Covid-19 outbreak is viewed

when the new coronavirus has not sent a massive

as worse than the global financial crisis in 2008,

shockwave across the world yet.

which has forced the central bank of Korea to set up 3
scenarios for the first time in history.

Since the BOK began compiling data in 1953, there

Economic Growth Outlooks under 3 Scenarios
Basic

Optimistic

Pessimistic

New/On-going infections

Peak in Q2

Swiftly contained

Peak in Q3

Lockdowns

Phased lift

Fast lift

Slow lift

Annual growth rate

2020: -0.2%
2021: 3.1%

2020: 0.5%
2021: 3.8%

2020: -1.8%
2021: 1.6%

(Source: Bank of Korea)

Under the best possible scenario, with a V-shaped

economy’s performance based on the basic scenario,

recovery not expectable, the Korean economy’s

under which the nation’s GDP growth rate in 2020 is

annual growth is predicted to contract to 0.5% in 2020,

projected to set back to -0.2%, and rebound in 2021

and then gradually recover to around 3.8% in 2021.

to 3.1%. The assumption is that the economy may

Under the worst scenario assuming the coronavirus

experience a sharp fall in the 1st half of the current

spread would not let up until the 3rd quarter this year,

year, and hit the bottom in the 2nd quarter. After

the growth rate could fall down to as low as - 1.8% in

reaching the lowest spot, it is expected to gradually

2020, and then pick up slightly to 1.6% in 2021.

rise on the back of an improving private consumption
and merchandise exports.

Following is the BOK’s forecast of the domestic
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Korean Economic Growth Outlook for 2019 and 2020
(Unit: %)

2020(E)

2019

2021(E)

H1

H2

Annual

H1

H2

Annual

GDP

2.0

-0.5

0.1

-0.2

3.4

2.8

3.1

Consumer Spending

1.9

-3.4

0.6

-1.4

6.3

2.4

4.3

Equipment Investment

-7.7

2.6

0.5

1.5

5.7

7.4

6.5

Intellectual Property Investment

2.7

2.0

2.4

2.2

3.7

3.1

3.4

Construction Investment

-3.1

-0.2

-4.1

-2.2

-2.0

0.3

-0.8

Merchandise Exports

0.5

-0.4

-3.7

-2.1

2.5

3.9

3.2

Merchandise Imports

-0.8

1.2

-1.4

-0.2

3.9

4.0

3.9

Consumer Price Inflation

0.4

0.5

0.0

0.3

0.8

1.5

1.1

(Source: Bank of Korea)

The Korean government has decided to increase

Since the recent viral outbreak, consumers under

fiscal spending by 13.6% to KRW 518.0 trillion,

social distancing measures and travel restrictions

higher than the previous year’s KRW 455.9 trillion.

have spent less and saved more, and experienced

Through supplementary budget allocation, the fiscal

reduced household incomes from lost jobs and

authorities intend to support disease control efforts,

business opportunities. Restaurant owners and

and prop up small businesses, consumption and

self-employed retailers have been hit harder as

employment hit hard by the spread of Covid-19. In

those businesses require a higher frequency of

2021, government spending will be expanded by

public-facing. From the 2nd half of this year, however,

5.8% under its mid-term fiscal management plan

the government’s stimulus packages including

drawn up for the period from 2019 to 2023.

contingency cash payment worth KRW 14.3 trillion
are expected to help people to spend more and

Throughout 2020, private consumption is projected

stricken businesses to withstand downturns during

to decline by 1.4%, and jump back to 4.3% in 2021.

the crisis.
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The pace of recovery in equipment investment in
nd

2020 has become weaker than in the 2 half of 2019.

software applications, so related investments have
been on the increase.

In 2020 equipment investment is expected to end up
with just 1.5% growth, but will pick up further to an
st

Construction investment is expected to contract

annual 6.5% rise next year. The 1 quarter 2020 has

by 2.2% in 2020, and 0.8% in 2021 following a

seen only a small increase in volume because non-

decline of 3.1% in 2019. Amid a continued slump,

IT sector adversely affected by Covid-19 has been

the construction sector is expected to go through a

sluggish in investing in equipment. A continuous

correction phase. Residential building construction

rise equipment investment will be led by IT sector

is likely to continue its decline, but turning next

including the semi-conductor industry as semi-

year the pace of decline is anticipated to get lower

conductor and display manufacturers intend to

supported by earlier provision of public housing and

invest more to respond to mid-to-long term demand

a potential reduction in unsold pre-sale apartments.

and maintain market share in the global market

Even though large-scale construction projects have

even in the face of Covid-19 related risks. There has

been launched, non-residential building construction

been a noteworthy phenomenon that the virus-

is expected to suffer for a while affected by sagging

triggered social trend of working or entertaining at

demand for offices and retail sales spaces due to an

home consuming online data has driven telecom

economic recession aggravated by the persisting

companies to accelerate equipment investment to

spread of Covid-19.

meet surging demand for 5G connectivity.
Merchandise export growth is anticipated to

6

Intellectual property investment in 2020 is forecast

contract by 2.1% in 2020 following 0.5% growth

to grow by 2.2%, which is slower than the previous

in 2019, and then rise to 3.2% in 2021 driven by

year, and then head for a moderate yearly increase

steadily robust demand for semiconductors.

to 3.4% in 2021. R&D investment from the private

However, display and mobile phones are likely to

sector slowed due to reduced corporate revenues,

experience a downturn due to fiercer competition

while that from the public sector has shown a

and falling demand due to the Covid-19 impact.

rising trend on the back of increased investment

Fueled by a gaining pace of the virus, demand

in digital or non-contact-based innovations. In

and production of merchandise goods have been

other sectors, increasing homeworking people and

seriously dampened, putting world trade under a

their remote activities have boosted demand for

significant threat.

Consumer price inflation is forecast to be 0.3% in

The number of workforce increase this year is

2020, which is a slight fall from the previous year’s 0.4%

projected to be only 30,000, a significant drop from

but a significant downward adjustment from 1.0%

300,000 in 2019, while the figure will pick up to

projected back in February this year. Low international

290,000 in 2021. The Covid-19 impact on the job

oil prices and economic recessions affected by

market has begun to be obvious in March across the

Covid-19 as well as government contingency packages

service industry. Jobs requiring frequent contacts

for securing social safety net are expected to work as

with customers in restaurants, hotels, retail/whole

supply-side factors that will put downward pressure

sale shops, and education service providers have

on prices. Demand-side inflationary pressure has

been hit hardest. The large number of temporary

been also weakening. The core inflation rate, exclusive

contractors or daily wage earners have been rapidly

of food and energy prices, is projected to stay around

pushed out of the job market. However, the job

0.4% in 2020, lower than an earlier forecast of 0.7%

figure in the service industry is expected to see a

and to be 0.9% in 2021. In 2021, the consumer

rebound in the 2nd half boosted by the government

price inflation rate is expected to move upward to

budget increase for R&D and job creation program

an annual growth of 1.1% based on a forecast of

aiming at generating 400,000 positions in the public

disappearing impact of global oil price reduction, an

sector and provision of subsidies for hiring 150,000

expected recovery of the economy, a diminishing

people in the private sector as publicly announced

effect of government support program for public

on April 22, 2020.

welfare.

BOK’s Another Cut of Benchmark Interest Rate in 2 Months
Amid a pessimistic outlook that the nation is likely to

made for the 2nd time this year after the central bank

face a prolonged economic slump throughout the

carried out a “big cut” to an unprecedented 0.75%

year, the Monetary Policy Board, the BOK’s decision-

in March, slashing 50 basis points from the previous

making body also lowered its benchmark interest

1.25%.

rate to 0.50% on May 28, 2020. The rate cut was

7
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Another rate cut in just 2 months to a near-zero level

that an inflationary pressure from a demand side is

indicates that the economy is navigating through

expected to remain low for a while, the BOK would

an extremely unforeseen territory with economic

be aligned with the government’s expansionary

forecasts being continuously downgraded. Given

fiscal policy to shore up the virus-stricken economy.

Trend of BOK Benchmark Interest Rate
(Unit: %)

1.75
1.50
1.25

0.75
0.50

January 30, 2018

July 18, 2019

October 16, 2019

March 16, 2020

May 28, 2020

(Source: Bank of Korea)

IMF Financial Sector Assessment Program Result
According to the FSC (Financial Services Commission)

countries including 7 SIJs such as South Korea

press release dated April 21, 2020, the IMF concluded

and 7 voluntary countries have gone through the

the FSSA (Financial System Stability Assessment) with

assessment from early 2019. It is the 3rd time test

Korea as a result of the Financial Sector Assessment

for Korea since it took the 2nd one in 2014. The FSSA

Program (FSAP). The FSAP was first introduced in

report focuses on Korea’s near and medium term

1999 in the wake of the 1998 Asian Financial Crisis,

financial stability challenges and policy priorities.

and then after the 2008 Global Financial Crisis,

Even though the report was prepared based on data

the IMF designated 29 countries as “systemically

and discussions in 2019 before Covid-19 became a

important jurisdictions (SIJ)” in 2010, which are

global pandemic, the adverse FSAP macro-financial

required to take a periodical assessment.

scenario is severe enough to reflect Covid-19 effect
both in terms of depth and duration.

For the report completed on March 20, 2020, 12

8

Following is the summary of the FSSA report:
Korea is among the most developed and interna-

are concerning due to growth related uncertain-

tionally connected economies in Asia. The overall

ties, low interest rates, increasing competition from

financial system appear resilient for the present,

fintech and nonbanks, and adverse demographic

but vulnerabilities to financial stability have been

shifts.

steadily growing. Prospects for banks and insurers

Household Debt
Almost one-fifth of household debt is held by

the Global Financial Crisis in 2008. The potential

retirees. Household debt related risks appear to

vulnerability associated with household leverage

be manageable for a near-to-medium term, but

could be mitigated by policy measures limiting,

old-aged households experiencing an income fall

for example, the combined value of mortgage and

are highly vulnerable to a shock similar to that in

lease hold deposits (Jeonse).

Banking and Fintech Development
The banking system appears resilient under an

and structural change. On the regulatory side, a

adverse macro-financial scenario. However, with

proper legal framework for the emerging ‘open

the entry of large technology companies into the

banking system’ needs to be developed, and

financial services market, bank profitability and

security and operational risks from data sharing

capital soundness may be threatened for a mid-

and connectivity among diverse participants in

to-long term perspective. The banking system has

transactions should be thoroughly measured.

begun to feel pressure on profitability reduction
Insurers & Pension Fund
Insurers are currently well capitalized but low

focus further from guaranteed savings into lower

interest rates are weighing on profitability.

guarantees and protections to avoid risks from

Under the FSAP solvency stress test, all of Korean

low interest rates and unfavorable demographics.

insurers stay above the 100% regulatory threshold

There is a clear need for structural adjustments

of RBC ratio, but their available capital declines

in the life insurance sector with high-guarantee

substantially calling for additional capital needs

legacy business liabilities. The legal basis for

under the new solvency regime. Implementation of

portfolio transfers, run-offs, and conversion offers

the new K-ICS and IFRS 17 are important reforms.

should be evaluated to address such a legacy issue.

Insurance providers are advised to shift their

9
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The National Pension Service (NPS) has to cope

be depleted by 2057. Varied options should be

with low interest rates and an aging population

considered to modify parameters including benefit

as well. Benefit payments would start exceeding

amount and timing, retirement age, contribution

contributions in around 2041, and with the current

rates, etc. to enhance investment yields and

scheme unchanged, the fund is estimated to

address the long-term sustainability concerns.

Securities and Capital Markets
Korea has established a functioning securities

misconduct are forcing the regulators to conduct

markets regulatory and supervisory structure,

stronger surveillance of capital market activities

broadly aligned with international standards.

and non-bank risks combined with a more regular

However, rising instances of mis-selling and

inspection program.

Systemic Oversight on Financial Conglomerates
Financial conglomerates and others connected

financial groups should be developed so that their

directly or indirectly with the Korean financial

ownership structure could be properly disclosed

system need to come under the purview of systemic

and potentially systemic groups be under regulatory

monitoring. Financial groups under a non-holding

purview. For a comprehensive supervision, the

structure are not regulated on a group level.

authorities must be mandated to reach a wider

A prudential framework for these non-holding

group with their information requests.

Single Control Tower for Financial Stability
Korea has high quality financial oversight and

central bank, and the government ministry. Korea

monitoring system with a strong willingness to

needs a single agency having financial stability as

tackle issues. However, responsibility for macro-

its sole and overriding objective for more effective

prudential oversight in the country is shared

and powerful oversight.

between financial regulators, supervisors, the
The Resolution Regime for Financial Sector Entities
Korea has a well-established financial safety net

amended. In the process of amending ASIFI, the

and a resolution regime for financial institutions.

authorities should consider to introduce statutory

But there is scope for improvements particularly in

bail-in 1) powers and ensure that resolution can

the financial firm resolution regime. The governing

be triggered sufficiently early and well before

legal framework, the Act on Structural Improvement

insolvency without reverting to public bail-outs.

of the Financial Industry (ASIFI) is going to be

10

1) Bail-in [by Investopedia]: A bail-in provides relief to a financial institution on the brink of failure by requiring the cancellation of
debts owed to creditors and depositors. A bail-in is the opposite of a bailout, which involves the rescue of a financial institution by
external parties, typically governments, using taxpayers’ money for funding. Bailouts help to keep creditors from losses while bailins mandate creditors to take losses.

The chart below illustrates the 12 recommendations

FSSA closing report.

in 4 risk areas advised by the FSAP at the end of the

Korea: FSAP Key Recommendations
(I= Immediate (within one year), NT= Near Term (1-3 years), MT= Medium Term (3-5 years))

Recommendations

Agency

Timing

Conduct an impact assessment of the ‘open banking system’ and
e-money on security and operational risks and market structure

FSC/FSS
and BoK

I

Assess the potential rollover risk implied by the Jeonse leasehold system
and its connectedness to securities companies

FSC/FSS
and BoK

NT

Enhance stress testing practices to better estimate vulnerabilities relating to
nonperforming loan (NPL) sales, FX and domestic household liquidity,
SME loans, securities intermediaries activities, and sovereign contingent liabilities

BoK and
FSC/FSS

MT

More Robust Identification of Systemic Risk Conditions

Strengthening the Preemptive Management of Systemic Vulnerabilities
Strengthen the institutional framework for financial stability by assigning
the MEFM (macroeconomic and finance meeting) or a body empowered for the
equivalent purpose macroprudential oversight as its sole primary objective

MOEF, FSC
and BoK

I

Widen the definition of financial holding company and enhance legal
powers to cover all financial conglomerates including requirements for groupwide
liquidity risks and contingency plans

MOEF and
FSC/FSS

I

FSC/FSS
and BoK

NT

Review the role of state-controlled banks and ensure that their
commercial lending and investment activities conform, at a minimum,
with prudential requirements for nationwide banks

FSC/FSS

I

Increase risk-based supervisory intensity of insurers, ensure a prudent and
proportionate implementation of Korea Insurance Capital Standard (K-ICS)
(solvency regime) and design of the capital charge for longevity risks

FSC/FSS

I

Focus the role of FSC towards strategy, addressing nonbank data gaps,
market development policies, and crisis preparedness while assigning greater
operational and enforcement authority to the FSS

MOEF and
FSC/FSS

NT

Support the development of pension and contractual savings products by
introducing multi-employer pension schemes and building further capacity for
oversight of pension funds market

FSC/FSS/
MOEL

MT

Implement a Sectoral CCyB (countercyclical buffer) framework for secured and
unsecured household exposures of the banking sector
Intensifying Supervision and Promoting a Level Playing Field

Reinforcing Crisis Management, Safety Nets, Resolution Arrangements
Include cross-border activities and overseas operations of financial
conglomerates in resolution plans, clarify issues relating to resolvability, and
relationship between ELA (emergency liquidity assistance) and resolution funding
Strengthen the insolvency and creditor’s rights regime through
wellresourced courts and a functioning insolvency practitioners’ profession

FSC/FSS

NT

MoJ

MT

(Source: International Monetary Fund)
* BOK (Bank of Korea), FSC (Financial Services Commission), FSS (Financial Supervisory Service),
MOEF (Ministry of Economics and Finance), MOEL (Ministry of Employment and Labor), MOJ (Ministry of Justice)
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Review of Korea’s Sovereign Credit Ratings
Moody’s affirmed Korea’s sovereign credit rating

Yet, the rating agency has forecast that Korea will

or Long-Term Foreign Currency Issuer Default

experience just a limited economic damage, and its

Rating (IDR) at Aa2 with a Stable Outlook on

fiscal strength and solvency status are not projected

May 12, 2020. Key determinants are the Korean

to be seriously weakened. Rather, from a long-term

government’s responsiveness to the coronavirus

perspective, its aging population is a persistent

outbreak and crisis management abilities, which

restraining factor for economic growth, which has

have been recognized as a model case in the

been weighing further on government debt burden.

global community. According to Moody’s, Korea

Furthermore, a long-lasting geopolitical risk has

has demonstrated its strong governance and

been lingering on the Korean peninsula with the

effective actions against macro-economic, fiscal,

dialogue between the two Koreas for permanent

and monetary impacts from shockwaves originated

peace having a long way to go.

from the virus attack around the world. The credit
rating agency noted that Korea is expected to

Moody’s confirmed that there has not been a

maintain a robust growth potential, strong fiscal

significant change in fundamentals of the Korean

and sovereign debt indicators, compared with

economy, while its regulatory system, governance

other economies at similar ratings.

and implementation capabilities have been largely
strengthened. The rating affirmation this time

In fact, the fast spread of Covid-19 has afflicted

signifies that Korea is recognized as a stable and

an unprecedentedly deep and wide impact on

credible economy in the global financial community

almost all industries in the global economy. Korea

even though internal and external conditions have

is not an exception. As an export-driven economy

been aggravated due to the Covid-19 outbreak.

heavily reliant on manufacturing industries, and

The Korean government will continue to be

participating in global supply chains, the nation

engaged in close and proactive communication

has been exposed to credit and liquidity crisis.

with international credit rating agencies to keep its

Domestic consumption and investment activities

strong sovereign credit rating intact.

have suffered a ripple effect.

Korea’s Sovereign Credit Ratings
Rating

Rating Outlook

Fitch

AA-

Stable

Sep 6, 2012

Moody’s

Aa2

Stable

Dec 18, 2015

S&P

AA

Stable

Aug 8, 2016

(Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance)
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Preliminary Business Results of Insurers in Korea for the 1st Quarter of 2020
According to a report released by the Financial Su-

investment outcomes, underwriting results of non-

pervisory Service (FSS) on May 26, 2020, the Korean

life insurers got worse from expense increase for

insurance industry reported KRW 1,466.2 billion

long-term products and loss ratio deteriorations in

in net income for the first three months of 2020,

general P&C covers. Particularly, large-loss events

plunging 26.1% from the same period a year earli-

like Lotte Chemical factory explosion and fire have

er, as policyholders intent on hoarding cash amid

concentrated in March, causing the general P&C

the coronavirus-triggered economic crisis have in-

loss ratio to rise by 4.9%p to 76%.

creasingly surrendered insurance policies or failed
to pay scheduled premiums.

In terms of underwriting performance, it is hard
to tell whether it will recover in the 2nd quarter or

For the 1st quarter, life insurance companies suf-

later as Covid-19 risks are concerned to be realized

fered higher losses than non-life insurance com-

for the time being in the form of sagging new

panies. Life insurers saw their net income nose-

business volumes, increasing surrenders or lapses,

dived by 38.4% to KRW 778.2 billion, largely due to

and investment yield falls. Across the industry,

swollen underwriting losses from a year before by

companies have managed their balance sheets

KRW 2,118.3 billion including KRW 1,973.5 billion

on the back of incomes from invested assets.

of guarantee reserves for variable insurance liabil-

Investment incomes of the insurers have shown

ities, which were forced to set up further by life in-

upward trends recently, but mostly have been

surers following declines in their share prices. Non-

generated from early disposal of high-yield bonds

life insurers’ net income also fell by 4.3% to KRW

for short-term gains, which is an undesirable

688.0 billion impacted by underwriting losses, up

solution from a long-term perspective.

KRW 277.5 billion year-on-year. Despite improved

Net Income
(Unit: KRW billion)

Q1 2020

Q1 2019

Change (%)

Life Insurers

778.2

1,263.8

-38.4

Non-Life Insurers

688.0

718.9

-4.3

1,466.2

1,982.7

-26.1

Total
(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)
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Total premium income of insurers increased

purchases, although life insurers experienced

moderately by 6.3% to KRW 50,371.8 billion. Life

rises in surrenders or uncollected premiums for

insurers saw their premium income increase by

variable policies. Non-life insurers reported KRW

3.9% to KRW 26,445.6 billion driven by increased

23,936.2 billion in premium income for the quarter,

volume from protections, savings, and annuities

indicating 9.1% growth year on year. Gross written

offset by reduced revenues from variables. The

premiums across the board from long-term, motor,

overall increase was led by improved volumes

general property & casualty to annuity have been

o f l u m p - s u m p re m i u m - t y p e s a v i n g s p o l i c y

generated higher than the previous year.

Premium Income
(Unit: KRW billion)

Q1 2020

Q1 2019

Change (%)

Life Insurers

26,445.6

25,454.7

3.9

- Protection

11,135.1

10,646.6

4.6

- Savings

8,166.3

8,089.9

0.9

- Variable

4,307.1

4,409.4

-2.3

- Retirement Annuity, etc.

2,837.1

2,308.8

Non-Life Insurers

23,926.2

21,921.8

9.1

- General P&C

2,928.7

2,511.9

16.6

- Motor

4,666.8

4,257.2

9.6

13,762.7

12,968.3

6.1

- Retirement Annuity, etc.

2,568.0

2,184.4

17.6

Total

50,371.8

47,376.5

6.3

- Long-term

(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)

Looking into profitability indictors, the return on

Non-life insurers reported higher profitability than

assets (ROA) ratio of the Korean insurance industry

life insurers, with an ROA of 0.96% (vs. 0.34%) and

dropped slightly by 0.21%p to 0.47%, while the return

an ROE of 6.44% (vs. 3.64%).

on equity (ROE) ratio was down 2.31%p to 4.57%.

15
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ROA and ROE
(Unit: %)

ROA

ROE

Q1 2020

Q1 2019

Change (%p)

Life Insurers

0.34

0.58

-0.24

Non-Life Insurers

0.85

0.96

-0.11

Total

0.47

0.68

-0.21

Life Insurers

3.64

6.62

-2.98

Non-Life Insurers

6.44

7.40

-0.96

Total

4.57

6.88

-2.31

(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)

At the end of March 2020, insurers’ total assets

325.9 trillion for non-life insurance. The total

grew by 5.2% year on year to KRW 1,241.8 trillion.

shareholders’ equity of the insurance industry

Non-life insurers recorded a higher growth rate

rose by 6.9% to KRW 126.5 trillion, boosted by an

of 7.2% compared to 4.5% posted by life insurers.

increase in retained earnings and mark-to-market

The total assets of the industry were broken down

gains on AFS securities valuation amid falling

into KRW 915.9 trillion for life insurance and KRW

interest rates.

Total Assets and Shareholders’ Equity
(Unit: KRW trillion)

As of Period End
Total Assets

Q1 2020

Q1 2019

Life Insurers

915.9

876.3

4.5

Non-Life Insurers

325.9

304.1

7.2

1,241.8

1,180.4

5.2

Life Insurers

84.0

78.7

6.7

Non-Life Insurers

42.5

39.5

7.4

Total

126.5

118.3

6.9

Total
Shareholders’
Equity

*Individual figures may not add up to the total shown due to rounding.
(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)
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Change (%p)

RBC Ratios of the Korean Insurance Industry as of December 2019
As of late December 2019, the average risk-based

was 269.5%, down 17.4%p compared to the figure

capital (RBC) ratio of the Korean insurance industry

as of late September 2019, 3 months earlier.

Changes in RBC Ratios of the Korean Insurance Industry
(Unit: KRW trillion, %)

Q3 2019

Q4 2019

As of Period End

Available
Capital

Required
Capital

RBC
Ratio(%)

Available
Capital

Required
Capital

RBC
Ratio(%)

Change in
RBC Ratio
(%p)

Life Insurers

109.8

36.5

301.2

107.5

37.8

284.6

-16.5

50.6

19.4

260.0

48.8

20.2

241.2

-18.9

160.4

55.9

286.9

156.4

58.0

269.5

-17.4

Non-Life Insurers
Total

*Individual figures may not add up to the total shown due to rounding.
(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)

Trends of RBC Ratios
(Unit: %)

340
330
320
310
300
290
280
270
260
250
240
230
220
210
200

Life Insurers

Average

Non-Life Insurers

296.1

301.2

285.4
272.0

271.1

265.1

264.1

251.1

250.2

267.6
258.2
257.9
238.6

June
2017

Sep
2017

Dec
2017

263.3

249.9

253.5

233.7

234.8

Mar
2018

June
2018

272.0

271.2
273.9

261.9

261.2

242.8

242.6

Sep
2018

Dec
2018

252.1

284.6
282.4

286.9
269.5

256.9

260.0
241.2

Mar
2019

June
2019

Sep
2019

Dec
2019

(Source: Financial Supervisory Service)
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The available capital decreased by KRW 4.0 trillion,

The RBC ratio of life insurers decreased by 16.5%p

because Other Comprehensive Incomes shrank by

to 284.6%, while that of non-life insurers also fell by

KRW 2.7 trillion due to mark-to-market losses of

18.9%p to 241.2%. Despite the quarter-on-quarter

AFS (available-for-sales) amid rising interest rates1),

decline, the ratios remained far above the statutory

and KRW 1.9 trillion of cash dividend payables was

minimum requirement of 100% under the Insurance

th

reflected in the book in the 4 quarter of 2019.

Business Act.

The required capital expanded by KRW 2.1 trillion

Nonetheless, if any deteriorating signs in RBC ratios

driven by an increased size of invested assets in

or other numbers are about to be seen, the Korean

the industry and a hike in credit market related risk

supervisory authorities will guide the insurance

amount (KRW 1.9 trillion) due to a strengthened

industry to take proactive actions such as further

parameter - from average of top 10% to average

rigorous stress testing and capital injections to

of top 5% of expected losses - for the calculation of

maintain their financial soundness and solvency

variable guarantee exposure.

levels.

Amending the Insurance Business Act to Allow an Expansion of Overseas Investment
On April 29, 2020, proposed amendments to the

those limits are to be relaxed up to 50% for both

Insurance Business Act were passed at the National

general and special accounts.

Assembly’s plenary session, and the amended Act is to
take effect as of November 20, 2020. Among 3 changes

This improvement has been requested from years ago

in the Act, a relaxation in overseas investment limit has

by insurers, which should stay well above the required

long been awaited by the Korean insurance industry.

solvency level under the upcoming IFRS 17 to be
fully implemented in 2023. Indeed, the partially lifted

Previously under Article 106 (Methods and Ratio

restriction on overseas investment is going to provide

of Asset Management), maximum 30% of the total

a breathing space to local insurance companies, which

assets on general accounts and maximum 20%

have sought all possible solutions to reduce insurance

on respective special accounts could be allocated

liabilities ahead of the new accounting rule rollout.

into overseas investment portfolio, which has been

One of the best options for them could be investing

a significant restraining factor for local insurance

into long-term bonds, and wider and plentiful supply

companies operating amid a persistently low interest

of choices are available in overseas markets rather

rate environment. With the amendment to the Act,

than domestic market.

1) 10-year Korean sovereign bond rate: 1.46% at the end of Q3 → 1.68% at the end of Q4
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Interpretation of Corona Infections & Related Claims
The World Health Organization (WHO) finally

Infectious Disease Control and Prevention Act

announced that Covid-19 has become a worldwide

(IDCPA), which became effective as of January 1,

pandemic on March 11, 2020. The current situation

2020. According to Article 2 (2) of the amended

raises a question of whether Covid-19 infection is just

IDCPA, “Degree 1 Infectious Diseases” are defined

a disease or an accident. According to a paper from

as “infectious diseases spread through bioterrorism

the National Assembly Research Service released in

or diseases with a high risk of mass outbreak, which

April 2020, this grey area should be clarified by the

require a highly thorough isolation of those infected”.

financial authorities to prevent further confusion

Any occurrence must be immediately reported to the

among consumers as well as insurers.

public health authorities, and infected patients must
be treated in a highly controlled environment such as

Before going further, we need to look at the amended

a negative pressure isolation room (NPIR).

19
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Infectious Disease Classification Before/After IDCPA Amendment
Before Amendment

After Amendment

Classification

Group 1 Infectious Diseases in Article
2(2)

Degree 1 Infectious Diseases in Article
2(2)

Definition

Infectious disease spread via drinking
water or food, with a high risk of mass
outbreak

Infectious diseases spread through
bioterrorism or highly fatal diseases
or diseases with a high risk of mass
outbreak, which require a highly
thorough isolation of those infected

Disease

(6) Cholera, typhoid, paratyphoid,
bacillary dysentery, colon bacillus
infection with enterorrhagia, viral
hepatitis A

(17) Ebola, Pest, Covid-19 (Corona
Virus Disease 2019), SARS (Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome), MERS
(Middle East Respiratory Syndrome),
etc.
* Excluding the left 6 diseases,
which are classified as Degree 2

(Source: Korea Life Insurance Association as of March 11, 2020)

The key change is that all 6 infectious diseases in

claims. However, U-coded diseases under the Korean

Group1 Infectious Diseases under the old IDCPA were

Standard Classification of Disease (KCD) are not

moved down to Degree 2, and other 17 diseases were

eligible for such claims, and 3 infectious diseases

newly categorized into Degree 1.

– Covid-19, SARS and MERS – among 17 Degree 1
diseases are labelled with the KCD U-codes. Opposing

20

Under the accident/catastrophe table of the current

views argue that IDCPA is a higher law, which may

Life Insurance Standard Terms & Conditions (T&C),

override the Standard T&C. This allows room for

Degree 1 Diseases by Article 2 (2) of IDCPA are defined

an interpretation that Covid-19 infections could be

as insurable events eligible for accident/catastrophe

eligible for accident/catastrophe claims.

Generally, compensations for insurable loss events

for similar infectious or communicable diseases likely

are set higher than disease benefits. This is where

to break out in the future.

disputes are likely to arise unless wordings in
insurance policy T&Cs are clear and consistent.

The regulatory authorities in Korea intend to amend

Actually, some insurers paid claims for Covid-19

the Standard T&C table as immediately as possible

infections and others rejected similar claims, fueling

so that underwriting and claim payment decisions

confusion among policyholders and underwriters.

can be made on a consistent basis. The Standard

According to the life insurance industry in Korea,

T&C amendment based on the FSS interpretation

viral infections in principle should be excluded from

would provide a critical benchmark for defining claim

accidental/catastrophic event liabilities. Basically,

payment conditions for infectious diseases from

insurance is a protection against measurable risks,

viruses akin to Covid-19. Apart from waiting for a

and experience data for coronavirus has not been

regulatory guidance, insurers need to act proactively

sufficiently accumulated. Insurers say they cannot

against new challenges and develop new covers for

possibly calculate mortality or morbidity rates for the

newly emerging risks.

novel coronavirus infections and define insurable risks
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Korean Re’s Actions to Fight against Covid-19
The pandemic has wreaked havoc on livelihoods and

and self-quarantine measures have been beefed up

economies at an unprecedented scope and scale. We

to protect our workplace safe from external harms.

at Korean Re have been taking every possible action

Face masks at times of short supply at an earlier stage

to keep our employees and businesses safe and

of outbreak were provided to employees and hand

sound from the current crisis. Our top priority is the

sanitizers were installed around the building.

protection of our employees, our business partners,
and our neighboring communities.

Our overseas branches and offices have taken
necessary actions following their respective local

Korea has been recognized in the global community

guidelines, and we at the head office have been

for its fast and well-organized reaction, transparent

constantly updated on any specific developments.

disclosure of infection/death statistics, and an

Fortunately, until now, no infections have been found

innovative test method (“drive-through”) and

among Korean Re employees. We will not let our

meticulous execution and follow-ups.

guards down under any circumstances. Rather, we
will keep ourselves more vigilant under the leadership

Korean Re, based in Seoul, has been able to move

of our contingency management committee.

swiftly by its Business Continuity Plan (BCP), which
was built upon its experience with Novel Influenza

On the business front, multiple approaches are

A and MERS in the recent past. Under the BCP, for

deployed to maintain stability. In our view, there are

a month of March, employees divided in 2 groups

no immediate impacts on reinsurance operations

came to work bi-weekly in 3 types of working-hour

both on domestic and overseas businesses as

scheme. Since the start of April, we resumed a normal

communicable diseases or losses from pandemics are

operation with a high level of cautiousness.

typically excluded from standard policies. Economic
recession and inactive in-person sales of personal

All employees are in full compliance with basic rules

lines insurance products may bring top-line growth

for personal hygiene and “social distancing.” In the

lower than expected. Many analysts in Korea have

office all employees are required to wear protective

positive views on underwriting results given that

masks. Business trips, meetings, and all other face-to-

auto and medical indemnity insurance claims have

face contacts are restricted and replaced by calls or

decreased due to lower hospital visits and less driving.

video conference. Head office entry/exit point controls
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Even though the latest stress tests tell us that there

Covid-19 fallout, our capacity is sufficient to fully meet

would be no direct impact on investment side, our

the required solvency level. Further to that, we are

risk management team is taking proactive actions

making progress in developing more sophisticated

to protect against market risk. More than half of

and upgraded modelling tools for pandemic risk at

our investment portfolio is composed of bonds with

the moment.

very limited stock exposure. Korean Re’s investment
portfolio is sound and stable, and we will keep

Korean Re will ensure in its best effort that clients

monitoring the market’s behaviors and take nimble

are to be served with confidence and stability. Our

actions when needed for any upcoming changes.

operational direction and shareholder-friendly policy
will remain unchanged. Any potential changes related

Impact on reinsurance side is projected to be very

to Covid-19 circumstances will be communicated to all

limited. Even if Covid-19 is prolonged further, our

stakeholders as timely as possible. We will also closely

investment yield may go down slightly, but not

watch economic indicators linked with our business

seriously. Korean Re has a sound bond portfolio, of

results, and any impacts likely to come from their

which fundamentals are robust enough to sustain its

deteriorations will surely be reported to our clients

risk appetite and tolerance. Even in cases worse than

and partners.

the worst-possible financial crisis, let alone the current
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Korean Re’s Business Results for the 1st Quarter of 2020
Korean Re reported a 3.8% increase in gross written

billion, representing a 20.4% decrease from the year

premiums to KRW 1,994.2 billion for the first quarter of

before. If the one-time gains effect from the sale of

2020, a well-managed result amid an unprecedented

KORAMCO REITS & TRUST would be excluded, net

challenge caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.

income amount would have been increased by KRW
1.4 billion. High-loss events experienced by domestic

By lines of business, our domestic commercial lines

commercial lines significantly affected the number.

suffered multiple high-loss events or accidents
concentrated on the first quarter, and consequently

Our operating income stood at KRW 56.9 billion,

saw a steep rise in combined ratio. Our domestic

recording a setback by 27.0% on a year-on-year basis.

personal lines recorded almost flat in premium

Underwriting income recorded KRW -3.6 billion due to

income growth (up 0.3%) because of strategic de-

a loss of KRW 11.4 billion returning back to negative

growth actions against underperforming business

territory from this quarter, mostly caused by costly

portfolios. Yet, it is worth noting that motor insurance

events in domestic commercial lines.

and medical indemnity products delivered better
combined ratios despite still disappointing incomes.

Net investment income posted KRW 52.9 billion,

Our overseas business performed strongly thanks

marking a decrease by KRW 17.8 billion from a year

to an increased business in non-property lines such

ago but a relatively good performance in the middle

as casualty and life business. An improving market

of the financial market crisis triggered by Covid-19.

condition for the global reinsurance market and lack

On the back of a stably increased income stream from

of large-loss events have contributed to a year-on-

loans and alternative investments, and increased

year growth of 11.5% in growth written premiums

gains from bonds disposal, we could deliver 3.1% in

with a combined ratio remaining at 92.0%.

yield. If the effect of one-time gains from the sale of
KORAMCO REITS & TRUST is taken out, we could have

Our first-quarter net income reported KRW 45.0

posted an investment yield of 3.4%.
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Korean Re’s Business Results for the 1 st Quarter of 2020
(Unit: KRW billion)

Q1 2020

Q1 2019

Change

Gross Written Premiums

1,994.2

1,920.6

3.8%

Net Written Premiums

1,387.2

1,334.8

3.9%

Combined Ratio (%)

99.8

99.0

Net Income

45.0

63.8

-29.5%

2,402.5

2,275.8

5.6%

Shareholders’ Equity
Return on Equity (%)

7.41

* The above figures are based on the company’s separate financial statements.
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11.5

0.8%p

-4.09%p
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Disclaimer
Although utmost care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the information used in this publication,
Korean Re assumes no responsibility therefore. No information provided constitutes, or shall be taken to reflect, Korean
Re’s position. The information does not constitute any recommendation or advice to effect any transaction or legal act of
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infringement of third party intellectual property rights which may result from its use.
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